Spring Cleaning
CHECKLIST

Whole House:
- Clean baseboards
- Launder throw pillow covers and throw blankets
- Wash windows and windowsills
- Dust blinds
- Dust ceiling fans
- Wash scuffed and grimy walls
- Shake out rugs

Bedroom and Closet:
- Rotate or flip mattress
- Go through clothes and make a “donate” pile
- Put dryer sheets in boots and tennis shoes to keep the closet smelling fresh

Kitchen:
- Sweep and mop behind appliances
- Clean oven and microwave
- Reorganize pantry
- Empty fridge and throw way expired condiments
- Sanitize and then rinse inside surfaces of the fridge

Bathroom:
- Wash decorative towels
- Replace shower curtain liner
- Wash bath mats
- Reorganize medicine cabinets
- Throw out expired medication responsibly
- Dish wash tooth brush holder
- Rinse and wash bathroom trashcan

Family Room:
- Vacuum furniture
- Replace air filters
- Dust shelf décor and frames

Office:
- Throw away accumulated junk mail or unnecessary documents
- Create a filing system for important documents or paperwork
- Go through drawers and toss junk
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